ley. In Taylor Valley, thenardite and calcite are
especially abundant in the vicinity of volcanic extrusives. However, available evidence does not prove
nor disprove that volcanism provided the abundance
and variety of salts found in Victoria Land. In Taylor Valley, the paucity of salts in supposedly older
moraines, perched stones, disturbed ventifacts, cavernously weathered stones, patterned ground, and
high-level beach ridges all point to a recent geomorphic event such as uplift above the sea.

rock interface. Approximately 30 stations were occupied for this purpose.
The data obtained during phases two, three, and
four were augmented by both continuous and
point-by-point observations of the total magnetic
field along selected profiles.
Preliminary data reduction suggests that the 700to 800-m-high plateau of the southwestern half of
the island consists of a layer of ice that is more than
500 in
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From January 1 to March 25, 1967, Ohio State
University's Institute of Polar Studies conducted a
gravity survey of the Anvers island area with a LaCoste-Romberg gravimeter. The survey involved
four phases: The intercontinental calibration of the
instrument and the establishment of internetwork
ties; the establishment of a regional network; the
measurement of ice-cap profiles; and the execution
of a detailed survey of the edge of the ice cap.
The first phase involved the occupation of previously established stations during stops at airports
and seaports on the journeys to and from Antarctica
and at accessible locations on the Continent to calibrate the instrument with respect to established
gravity reference points. It also involved tying the
Anvers Island survey to the gravity networks of the
University of Wisconsin and the British Antarctic
Survey.
The second phase was carried out to obtain a
gravity gradient for the Antarctic Peninsula—Anvers
Island region by making observations along the
coasts of Anvers Island, the adjacent peninsula, and
on various islands in the region.
The ice-cap profiles, which comprised the third
phase, were obtained by making several hundred observations at spacings of 1-3 km along surveyed
lines laid out on the Anvers Island ice cap. These
data will aid in determining the thickness of the ice
and the topography of the surface beneath the ice.
The fourth phase of the program entailed a detailed investigation in the vicinity of Palmer Station
of the shape of the ice cap's edge and of the ice118

During the 1966-1967 season, four topographic
engineers from the U.S. Geological Survey were assigned to make control surveys for antarctic mapping and to contribute to other USARP programs.
For the seventh consecutive season, the Survey furnished Air Development Squadron Six (VX-6) with
a mapping specialist who planned flight lines, provided navigational assistance during photographic
missions, and advised on the quality of the developed photography.
In the western sector of Marie Byrd Land, 1,490
km (925 miles) of electronic-distance traverse were
completed. This traverse began near Cape Colbeck
on Edward VII Peninsula and extended eastward
across Saunders Coast to Forrester Island on Hobbs
Coast. In addition, measurements covering a total
distance of 480 km (300 miles) were made in areas
off the main traverse line where control points were
needed. This work furnished control for about 60,000 square miles of opographic mapping.
Although the Marie Byrd Land Survey traverse
was the primary undertaking of the Geological Survey this year, its engineers also performed surveying
operations in support of other USARP programs.
This work included establishing a geodetic tie at
McMurdo between the "Camp Area" astronomic
station and the geodetic satellite tracking facility of
New Mexico State University, remeasuring the icemovement stakes on the annual and fast ice between
Hut Point and Koettlitz Glacier (for the Naval Civil
Engineering Laboratory), determining an astronomic
azimuth for the beginning point of the Byrd Station—Whitmore Mountains ice-strain network (for
Ohio State University), and establishing four new
stations for the second-order triangulation network
ANTARCTIC JOURNAL

at McMurdo (for the Naval Facilities Engineering
Command).
The Geological Survey also planned and prepared
detailed mapping specifications for aerial photography covering more than 425,000 square miles,
the largest single-year requirement to date. Owing to
the concerted effort made by VX-6 personnel
throughout the austral summer, approximately
335,000 square miles of mapping-quality photography was obtained. This is almost double the
amount obtained during the 1964-1965 season, the
previous record year for mapping-quality photography. (During Operation High jump, 1946-1947,
three Navy task groups obtained 460,000 square
miles of photography, but only about 100,000
square miles of this was suitable for mapping; cf.
Antarctic Journal, Vol. II, No. I, p. 5-12.) Flying a
C-121J Super Constellation out of Punta Arenas,
Chile, a VX-6 crew photographed the Antarctic
Peninsula south of 68°S. and the eastern side of
Alexander Island. Cameras aboard an LC-130F
Hercules based at Byrd Station photographed the
areas of Byrd Land and Ellsworth Land that had
been planned for coverage. Near the end of the season, an LC-130F based at McMurdo flew photographic missions along the eastern edge of the
Ross Ice Shelf, over the Balleny Islands and Roosevelt Island, and over areas near McMurdo, the last
for various scientific projects.

GLACIOLOGY
Electromagnetic Sounding of
Glacial and Shelf Ice
JOHN W. CLOUGH and
CHARLES R. BENTLEY
Geophysical and Polar Research Center
University of Wisconsin (Madison)
Electromagnetic sounding (EMS) of ice thickness
was conducted by the University of Wisconsin in
five areas in Antarctica during the 1966-1967 field
season. Two complete EMS systems were used.
One, loaned to the University by the U.S. Army
Electronics Command, was operated in Marie Byrd
Land (Beitzel and Bentley, 1967). The other, which
belongs to the University and consists of an SPRI-11
transmitter and receiver manufactured by Randall
Electronics, St. Albans, England, and a Hewlett
Packard H20 175A oscilloscope, was used at Byrd
July-August, 1967

Station, on Skelton and Meserve Glaciers, and on
the ice shelf near McMurdo Station.
Byrd Station
No bottom echo was received from soundings
made in the main tunnel at Byrd Station, but two
distinct reflections were observed within the top kilometer of ice at Byrd substation. A 2.5-km wide-angle reflection profile was made to determine velocities within these near-surface layers. The average
vertical velocity to the first reflector, located about
400 m below the surface, was approximately 190
m/ 1 sec, and the mean velocity to the second reflector, at a depth of about 1 km, was 172 m/sec.
Skelton and Meserve Glaciers
A transverse profile was made of Skelton Glacier
in the region of Clinker Bluff to determine the shape
of the underlying valley. Two detailed wide-angle
reflection profiles were made along perpendicular
lines by using a common reflecting point. The best
fits to the T-X plots for each profile indicated a
velocity of 175 m/ /isec. Near-surface reflections
indicate a velocity of 180 m/pscc for the top 350 m
of ice.
Near-surface velocity measurements were made
over a one-way travel path by lowering the two antennas into parallel crevasses about 200 m apart and
laying a cable between the transmitter and receiver
to transmit the time of pulse initiation. Velocities of
173 m/ 1 sec and 164 m/psec were obtained for two
antenna spacings.
In the upper portion of Meserve Glacier, two icethickness profiles were made for Ohio State University across the névé region; a third profile, along the
axis of the glacier, was partly completed when the
generator failed and the work was discontinued.
By means of the 55-rn tunnel in the base of the
lower tongue of the glacier (cf. p. 123), attempts
were made to obtain a one-way measurement of
velocity vertically through the ice. The transmitter
was placed on top of the tongue and the receiver
was set up in the tunnel directly below it. Because
of the uncertainty of the travel path, the data
obtained were unreliable.
Ice Shelf Near McMurdo
On the ice shelf south of Ross Island, profiling
was carried out over a distance of 150 km. In addition, one wide-angle reflection profile was completed, and an experiment was performed to
determine velocities above, on, and below the firn.
The work was done with the assistance of a team
led by Mr. William Lucey from the Antarctic Division, Department of Scientific and Industrial Research, New Zealand.
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